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SUMMER SPECIAL ON ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS
From 1 December 2020 to 31 January 2021 our annual memberships are on sale for the
upfront sum of just $1250. This is by far the best deal you can get.




Unlimited yoga for a year – and unlimited means just that – not 12 classes a month,
not just the classes that aren’t already booked out and not just the classes with a
teacher that you want to practice with. Our class frequency, consistency of practice
and methodology, our two locations and large studio spaces mean you can practice all
you want. And we only close for Christmas Day – not for the whole holiday period.
Mat storage at Salisbury Street – unique to Apollo Power Yoga.



Half price in-house workshops and 40 Days to Personal Revolution programmes.





Access to great teaching and great practices that will transform your body and guide
you to a new spiritual experience of yourself in light of timeless truths and the wisdom
of the ages.
You may pause your membership in the event that you must be away from practice for
two weeks or more due to illness, injury or travel.

Our annual memberships are a great way to commit to your health and well-being, to be your
best self and to show up in your work lives and home lives in a way that is fulfilling to you and
to all those with whom you come into contact.

Commit to a regular practice at Apollo Power Yoga and reap the reward in physical,
strength, mobility and vitality, mental clarity and presence, and an experience of selfworth.

APOLLO POWER YOGA GIFT VOUCHERS
We have vouchers that make great gifts.
You can purchase a voucher for a particular type of pass or you can purchase a voucher for
any amount that can be applied to any of our services, including both yoga and Endermologie
treatments, or products (We have mat bags, eye pillows, T-shirts and singlets and women's
yoga pants all produced to support Africa Yoga Project. We also have yoga books by Baron
Baptiste).

You can pick up a hard copy voucher from either of our studios or you can order via email and
receive a voucher in pdf form.
More and more people are craving experiences and the things that will bring them wealth in
health rather than mere things. A gift of yoga is a truly thoughtful and meaningful gift of love.

SCULPT, TONE, RELEASE
POWER MASSAGE – ENDERMOLOGIE® TECHNOLOGY
Apollo is now offering you Power Massage – an advanced form of massage which
uses Endermologie® technology to provide enhanced benefits, including:








Improve and enhance circulation and lymphatic drainage
Stimulate the exchange of nutrients and toxins in fat cells, to aid their reduction
Reduce cellulite and difficult-to-shift bulges of fat
Stimulate fibroblasts to generate collagen and elastin in the skin, rejuvenating "saggy
skin"
Tone and improve muscle tissue
Assist recovery after sports training and injuries
Release muscular and myofascial tension to relieve chronic pain from these causes.

Endermologie was created in France, in the early 1980s, by Louis-Paul Guitay. He had
suffered an accident resulting in many burns and other scars. He was receiving up to 4 manual
massages daily, and noticed how inconsistent and relatively ineffective they were. Being an
engineer, he decided to invent a machine to do the job better.
The LPG Endermologie technology is still used to treat burns and other scars, as well as other
soft-tissue injuries, but its main use now is what was originally an unexpected side
effect. When used on unscarred skin, it gets rid of cellulite and unwanted bulges of fat that
are resistant to dieting and exercise.
Endermologie is now used in over 70 countries, by over 70,000 people daily, and has been
endorsed by over 3000 plastic and cosmetic surgeons and dermatologists. It is approved as
a cellulite treatment by the American FDA.
Cellulite is not merely an appearance issue. As it forms, circulation of blood flow to the skin
just below the surface, and removal of toxins from that area, is gradually more and more
impeded. By stage 3 of the 4 stages of cellulite, the skin's surface will be noticeably cool to
the touch, because of lack of blood flow. In stage 4 cellulite is painful. So getting rid of it,
particularly before it gets to the painful stage, is a good idea.
The Endermologie machine uses vacuum suction, with a motorised 2-roller head. This makes
it different from manual massage, which tends to squash down, rather than pull up. The roller
heads roll the skin and subdermal fat in towards itself, or out away from itself. This stimulates
blood flow to and lymphatic drainage away from the surface. It also enhances fat reduction
(lipolysis) and as fat cells diminish in size, blood flow and lymphatic drainage are further
enhanced. Also, fibroblasts are stimulated to generate collagen and elastin in the skin, to
rejuvenate saggy skin.
Because the process assists with fat reduction and lymphatic drainage, it generally results in
a significant reduction in the size of thighs, hips/buttocks and tummies, where the treatments
are focussed. Having said that, it's most effective when used in conjunction with a clean-eating
regime, with no alcohol in the 24 hours after each treatment, and at least an hour of exercise
(including 20 minutes when you're sweating) in the 6 hours after a treatment.

Endermologie is also very effective for relieving chronic pain caused by muscle and/or
myofascial tightness, due to the very deep and consistent massaging effect it provides. I’ve
found Endermologie hugely beneficial for chronic back pain and sciatic pain caused by my
crooked spine (scoliosis).
To book a treatment email margo@apollopoweryoga.com

TEACHERS AND TECHNICIANS AT APOLLO POWER YOGA/MASSAGE
Over the course of the last few months you will have seen some new faces teaching at Apollo
Power Yoga. In this issue and the next in our magazine we will introduce these new teachers
and Endermologie technicians to you.
Grace Shaw survived her first encounter with Apollo Power Yoga – a Power Groove class
with 43 people in it in January 2019 – and has practiced consistently with us since then. Grace
has travelled and lived overseas previously and moved to France in October 2019. COVID19
prompted her return to New Zealand in March this year. Grace reassessed her options and
has trained with us as both a yoga teacher in September this year and as an Endermologie
technician.

Brylee Lockhart burst into the lives of those of us at
Apollo Power Yoga in late August this year when she
enrolled to attend our teacher training course and
came to some classes to familiarise herself with our
practices.
Now she is one of our trained
Endermologie technicians and is a daily regular at the
studio. Brylee is a graduate of the National Academy
of Singing and Dramatic Art (NASDA) with a Bachelor
of Performing Arts, Musical Theatre. She has
performed in Court Theatre productions including Mary Poppins, Macbeth, Legally Blonde the
Musical and Chicago and in Showbiz Christchurch productions including Wicked and We Will
Rock You.

Hélène Prouteau began practicing at Apollo Power Yoga in
September 2018. She trained with us in September 2019 and
January 2020 and has taught classes for us at both our city and
Ferrymead studios and at the Selwyn District Council facilities
where we offer practices. Hélène is French and, for visa
purposes, will be forced to leave New Zealand later this year.
We hope that the winds of grace blow her back here, sooner
rather than later, so she can pick up her love of practising and
teaching yoga with us.

COOK ISLANDS YOGA RETREAT – EASTER 2021

Our Cook Islands Yoga Retreat will now take place during the Easter holiday, 2 – 9 April
2021. Join us for Power in Paradise!
7 nights’ accommodation at beautiful Ikurangi Eco Retreat, 6 days of activities including 2 yoga
practices each day with Hamish and Margo, and 2 of the following other activities:








Stand up paddle board and snorkel and/or night SUP lagoon tour
Glass bottom lagoon cruise and snorkel (includes lunch)
Cross island trek and/or nature walk (includes lunch)
Eco cycle tour (includes lunch)
Cultural island show (includes dinner)
Electric tuk tuk island tour and/or sunset cocktail tour
60 min traditional Polynesian massage

Also included are delicious 7 breakfasts, 3 lunches and 3 dinners at Ikurangi. Yoga practices
will be on Ikurangi's new covered outdoor yoga platform.
All for just $NZ2250 per person (twin share, not including airfares).
Book now with margo@apollopoweryoga.com

STEP INTO YOUR POWER YOGA INTENSIVE

Are you ready to level up your yoga practice, your knowledge of yoga and your whole way of
being? Then you are ready for Step into your Power. Our next yoga intensive is in January
2021 (15-23 January). This course is a step forward from 40 Days to Personal Revolution and
is both an opportunity for you to grow as a yoga practitioner and as a person. It is also an
opportunity to learn the skill of teaching yoga effectively if you have a sense of vocation with
respect to your relationship to yoga.

Our programme consists of:








Engagement with great people from around the country and from different walks of life,
Development of your own asana practice with daily workshops and anatomy sessions
and practice teaching sessions in which you will learn about and practice asana in a
way that elevates your experience of the poses.
Daily meditation and discussion sessions to discover, rediscover or enhance the
benefits of that practice for you.
Anatomy and physiognomy lessons as they relate to yoga practice (at a level much
greater than other 200-hour programmes).
Personal inquiry and self-discovery that will imbue you with a new lease on life and a
fresh commitment to your path.
Teaching methodology to help you take your seat as a teacher and as your exceeding
self.

This may seem a big promise but we deliver. As one trainee observed upon the completion
of our programme this month, we “walk the talk”. Plan now, apply to secure one of our
limited spaces and grow in an amazing environment of truth and possibility.
Inquire with Hamish (hamish@apollopoweryoga.com) or apply using the application form that
you can download from our website: https://apollopoweryoga.com/step-into-your-power-yogateacher-training/

BRING A FRIEND FOR FREE
Bring a friend new to Apollo Power Yoga for a free first class. This offer has been a great
success and we have met a good number of new people. Thank you to everyone who has
brought in a friend or friends to practice with us. We greatly appreciate you sharing our
practice with your community so that, together, we can all form a greater community. This
offer is continuing indefinitely. So, if you have not done so yet please bring in someone
who has not previously practiced with us and their first visit will be free. They can then still do
a two week starter pass and really get going with their practice at Apollo Power Yoga.
Spring is a tremendous time to reconnect with those things that bring you joy and vitality:
friendships and yoga. Practice often and reap the rewards in connection, strength, mobility
and overall health and well-being.

WHAT DOES OTHELLO HAVE TO DO WITH THE YAMAS?
Shakespeare’s tragedies are wonderful cautionary tales and they invariably reach their
conclusion with the principal villain dead or in dire straits. It is not just the principal characters
whose fates are bleak. The protagonists act in ways such as to cause misery and mayhem
round them.
Macbeth pursued his desire for the throne and along the way killed Duncan, Macduff’s wife
and children, and Banquo. In addition, having made Lady Macbeth complicit in his plans, she
was driven mad at her part in the murder of Duncan and dies, an apparent suicide. Macbeth’s
ambition spills out into the world causing adverse consequences for many.
Hamlet’s uncle, Claudius, conspires with Hamlet’s mother to kill her husband, the king. The
deceased king roams the battlements asking his son to avenge him. Polonius is killed by
Hamlet. Ophelia, Polonius’ daughter, mad with grief, either falls or throws herself in the river
where she drowns. Hamlet, himself, is mentally unwell. In a duel with Laertes, involving a
sword bearing poison, Laertes is killed, Hamlet is mortally wounded and, before he expires,
Hamlet kills Claudius.
In Othello, Iago is a lieutenant to the mercenary warlord, Othello. Iago has been overlooked
by Othello as his second in command, Othello preferring Cassio for that role. Throughout the
play Iago repeatedly uses racist language to describe Othello who is either from Morocco (he
is known as “the Moor”) or is of other African heritage. Othello is newly married to Desdemona.
Brabanzio, Desdemona’s father, is not pleased at the match. Roderigo loves Desdemona.
Iago has Roderigo pay him in order to woo Desdemona on Roderigo’s behalf and advise him
in his pursuit of her affections. Othello is a jealous man and suspects Cassio of behaving
inappropriately towards his wife. What a set-up! It all ends badly.
Iago entices Cassio to become drunk then,
unbeknown to Cassio, provokes a fight between
Roderigo and Cassio. In endeavouring to break
up the fight Governor Montano is wounded by
Cassio. Othello, displeased at the conduct of
Cassio, demotes him. Iago has secured one of
his goals. By driving a wedge between Othello
and Cassio he has gone some way to satisfying
his jealousy of Cassio and resentment at Cassio
being preferred by Othello.
Iago tells Cassio that he can get back in Othello’s favour by using Desdemona as an
intermediary. Cassio, with no intention of wooing Desdemona, spends time with her to
encourage her to help restore Cassio in Othello’s eyes. Iago ensures that Othello learns of
their association but Iago encourages Othello’s jealous view that Cassio is romantically
pursuing his wife.
Iago prompts Roderigo to fight Cassio again, suggesting that the only way for Roderigo to get
closer to Desdemona is by killing Cassio, whom he portrays to Roderigo as a suitor in
competition with Roderigo. They fight and Cassio wounds Roderigo. Iago wounds Cassio.
Consumed with jealous rage (Iago has planted a handkerchief belonging to Desdemona and
given to her by Othello, in Cassio’s room) Othello smothers Desdemona. Iago kills his wife,

Emilia. Iago is stabbed by Othello who then kills himself. Iago is condemned and departs to
a future with some uncertainty about it as to whether his end will be swift or long and drawn
out but with no doubt that he will die.
Iago is envious, competitive, racist, avaricious, untrustworthy and manipulative. He does not
keep these characteristics to himself. He takes money from Roderigo with no intention of
assisting Roderigo to woo Desdemona. Instead, he uses Roderigo as a puppet to remove
Cassio from his position as second in command in Othello’s army. Roderigo ends up
penniless and wounded.
Cassio, who trusted Iago, is also manipulated by Iago to provoke the “green-eyed monster” in
Othello. His trust in Iago is rewarded with the wrath of Othello, a wound at Iago’s hand, and
guilt at his part in the wounding of Roderigo and Governor Montano.
Desdemona, innocent of any infidelity, is accused by Othello of being a whore and is
smothered by him. She dies, another victim of Iago’s web of deceits and stratagems. Othello’s
mind is so contorted by Iago’s machinations that he suffers a seizure, turns violently against
his wife, and commits suicide.
Emilia, Iago’s wife, plays a part in his schemes but she is ultimately loyal to Desdemona and
tells the others that Desdemona did not give her handkerchief to Cassio but that Emilia had
found it, given it to Iago and that he had planted it in Cassio’s room. For her troubles Iago kills
her. Iago, for all his hatred, envy, greed and unfaithfulness, faces a torturous end to his life.
In Othello, as in Hamlet and Macbeth, the vices and iniquities of certain characters cause them
to behave in ways that cause suffering, that bring out the worst in others, especially Roderigo
and Othello, and leave a trail of death, loss and misery. The darkness in one character
spreads to obscure the light in others and creates a culture of deceit, hatred, personal ambition
at any cost, competition and revenge.
The tragedies of Shakespeare show how the negative in one can create negativity all around
them. You may have encountered this in a group of peers at school or in a workplace where
one colleague sets a negative tone that others follow.
The Yamas are a list of five ethical virtues described in the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, earlier
enshrined as Mahavratas of Jainism as the five great vows. The yamas mirror other ethical
precepts that may be familiar to you. They are:






Ahimsa – do no harm by thought, word or deed.
Asteya – do not take that which is not freely given.
Satya – truthfulness.
Brahmacharya – continent management of vital energy especially sexual energy.
Aparigraha – non-covetousness.

With respect to each of the yamas, the Sutras assert that, in the presence of one grounded in
virtue all opposites of that virtue disappear. In the presence of one firmly grounded in asteya,
all theft and disrespect of property disappears (Book 2, Sutra 37). In the presence of one
firmly grounded in satya, all dishonesty disappears (Book 2, Sutra 36).
The Sutras identify that the virtuous one creates a culture of virtue around them. Their
example extends to others with whom they are in contact and the result is that others start to
manifest those virtues as well. The result is a burgeoning of good ethical behaviour through

a whole community. What started as a small seed of virtue in one individual grows to be the
norm in society as a whole.
Just as Shakespeare’s tragedies are cautionary tales of how one person’s villainy, avarice,
resentment, anger, lust or whatever can propel them to act in ways that are destructive to their
community, so the Sutras identify that the goodness of one can be modelled to, shared with,
and inculcated in a whole community. Patanjali, in Book 2, Sutra 34 says:
Violent thoughts induce unending suffering and ignorance. It makes no difference whether
the individual is the perpetrator or the instigator or whether the thoughts are due to greed,
anger or delusion, or whether the scale of the action is small, medium or large. It is helpful to
align yourself to the opposite.
What you think, say and do resonates throughout your community and has the potential to
change the world. How often is it revealed that people who behave violently towards others
were, themselves, the victims of violence in their childhood in their homes or at school? The
flip side is those who demonstrate certain virtues notwithstanding their treatment and their
example extends to and inspires others. Nelson Mandela, Maya Angelou and Mahatma
Gandhi are examples of those who rose above ill-treatment with a dignified adherence to
principle that carried people with them.
Shakespeare may have written cautionary tales but the Yoga Sutras and the yamas are a
positive advisory. Think, speak and do good and penetrate the consciousness and the spirits
of those around you until everyone is united in goodness.

ASANA SPOTLIGHT
Plank pose (dandasana) is a pose visited frequently in practice by many, skipped over by
many others as being something less than other options, but is always a great means of
establishing total body integrity and postural balance. Here is how to practice plank:







Begin kneeling on your mat. Set your hands to just wide than the width of your shoulders.
Spread your fingers on the mat and turn your index fingers to face forward.
Apply energy through your hands and fingers as if you were turning two very large jar lids
outwards away from one another. Apply energy through your left hand as if in a counterclockwise direction and through your right hand as if in a clockwise direction.
Align your shoulders straight over your wrists. Do not collapse your shoulders backward
behind the line of your wrists nor should you position your shoulders forward of the line of
your wrists as this will place a strain on your wrist joints.
For those of you who are prone to hyper-extension of your elbows, maintain a slight bend
in your elbows. If you do hyper-extend your elbows you will find that the pits of your elbows
tend to rotate to face forward in plank. If this occurs, bend your elbows fractionally and,
without shifting your hands, rotate the pits of your elbows inwards about 45°. You will
notice that this demands your stability come more from muscular strength than from
dumping into your joints.













One by one, step your feet back and straighten your legs. Step your feet back just far
enough that your shoulders remain in line straight over your wrists. In addition, press the
heels of your feet back behind the line of the balls of your feet. It creates problems for the
transition from plank pose to low plank pose to have your toes too far back and your heels
directly over your toes. The image of Hamish in plank pose shows this clearly.
Tighten your leg muscles to the bone and press the backs of your thighs to the sky.

Reach your tailbone towards your heels. Lift the front of your pelvis towards your navel.
Lift the pit of your belly in towards your spine.
Neither collapse your spine down between your shoulder blades in a slump nor dome your
spine up towards the sky with an arched back. Create a neutral line from your heels,
through your ankles, shins, knees, thighs, hips and spine. Again, the image of Hamish in
plank demonstrates this well. Observe the straight line through the length of his body.
If you find your hips and thighs do tend to collapse towards the floor you may do one of
two things: first, commit to a stronger engagement of your thigh and belly muscles, or,
second, bend your knees and rest your knees at the floor. This is not exactly the tabletop, hands and knees position. Have your knees slightly further back than your hips. Draw
your belly muscles towards your spine.
Set your gaze at the floor a few feet forward of the line of your fingers.
Breathe calmly in and out through your nose and build an inner pillar of strength within
you.

In Sanskrit plank pose is dandasana which means staff pose. Create a physical staff with your
body. From skin to muscle to bone, hug in. Generate the staff of your courage and
commitment and hold fast in this posture and in face of the challenges of your life.

APOLLO POWER YOGIS UP TO SOMETHING BIG
Annelies Basten is a familiar face around Apollo Power Yoga’s studios and many will know
her or will recognise her from class. Annelies says her (almost) daily yoga routine helps her
to stay sane and calm, while she spends her days trying to save animals from harm. Annelies
says, “I guess you can say I have devoted my life to being the voice for the voiceless,
defending those who cannot defend themselves.”
Annelies is the Funding and Engagement Manager for the New Zealand Anti-Vivisection
Society (NZAVS), the primary non-profit society defending animals used in science. The
NZAVS mission is to end animal experimentation in Aotearoa, New Zealand. NZAVS is
against animal experimentation and the harmful use of animals for research, testing or
teaching purposes.
NZAVS advocates for scientifically-valid, non-animal-based methods of research, testing and
teaching at the same time as spreading awareness of animal experimentation and its lack of
scientific value to humans.
You may wonder whether experimentation on animals does really happen in New Zealand.
Annelies says, “Yes, it happens in New Zealand. In 2018 alone, laboratories used 331,305
animals for science – and 168,452 animals were killed. The species of animals used in these
tests and experiments ranged from cows, sheep and dogs to rabbits, rats, fish and mice. The
experiments I read about are shockingly cruel and soul destroying, including the gassing of
piglets, poisoning of pound dogs, cutting of pigs’ backs as if they were already dead etc.”
Furthermore, Annelies explains that 95% of
the time animal testing does not result in
treatments or cures for humans. “Can you
imagine where science may have been if we
had used human-relevant research in the last
several decades? NZAVS is running an
ambitious campaign at the moment called
‘Striking
at
the
Source’”
(www.nzavs.org.nz/striking-at-the-source).
Striking at the Source lobbies for stronger
legal protection for animals, smarter funding
and greater openness and transparency
about the use of animals in science. Annelies invites you to consider signing the NZAVS
petition (https://our.actionstation.org.nz/partnerships/nzavs), or even support NZAVS by a
donation (www.nzavs.org.nz) to help end the suffering of animals used in science.
If you would like to know more or discuss the issues involved, Annelies invites Apollo Power
Yoga students to say hi or give her a hug next time you see her around the studios! Or, to
contact Annelies use these details:
Email: Annelies@nzavs.org.nz
Facebook: www.facebook.com/NZAVS

Instagram: @endinganimaltestingnz
Twitter: Twitter.com/NZAntiViv

APOLLO POWER YOGIS IN BUSINESS
As our community recovers from lockdown, take the opportunity to support your fellow
Apollo Power Yogis as their businesses get up and going again.
You might not know that the yogi on the mat next to you runs a restaurant, a building business,
or an interior design company. So we’re creating a forum for Apollo Power Yogis to connect
with each other’s businesses and support them as they rebuild after the lockdown.
Going out for a great meal or a drink? Try one of the Dux restaurants, owned by Richard and
Lisa Sinke. You can take your pick from Dux Dine, Dux Central or The Terrace Tavern. Other
fantastic options are Smash Palace owned by Johnny and Juliet Moore, and 27 Steps owned
by Emma Mettrick.
For a healthy smoothie and other vegan treats, head to Sara-Fae Foldesi’s Pure Pulp, in the
Riverfront Market.
For authentic French viennoiserie (croissants, Danish, etc.), sourdough bread, ciabattas and
baguettes, there’s no better place than Bellbird Bakery in the Tannery, where you’ll find Alice
Terrien. Bellbird’s bread is made with organic or spray-free flour, all sourced within
Canterbury, using traditional techniques and long fermentation.
Have a building project in mind? Along with Anthony Leighs of Leighs Construction, your
fellow Apollo Power Yogis include Ben Collis of Protec Projects, specialising in residential
builds, commercial fit-outs and design builds, and Alastair Miles of Miles Construction.
Thinking of buying, selling or leasing property? Go to Alison Aitken of Harcourts, or Daisy
Foldesi at Ray White for your residential real estate needs. If you’re looking to lease or buy
commercial real estate, see Karen Collis at JLL.
Need legal assistance? Philip Sewell and his team at Godfreys Law can help you with a wide
range of legal expertise and experience.
If you need specialist employment law advice, whether for your business or as an employee,
Jackie Behrnes can help you. And, she has combined yoga and employment law perfectly by
being lululemon’s NZ-based employment lawyer!
Whether you’ve built, bought or leased residential or commercial property, make it your own
with specialist Interior Design. Susie Paynter of The Duchamp Collective or Lisa Sinke of
Lisa Sinke Design can give you the benefit of their impeccable taste and wide knowledge.
For gardening advice and assistance, contact Jenny Jones Gardening. She can advise you
on which plants will work best in your garden, and help you with planting and maintaining your
outdoor space.

And as we know, lockdown deepened our appreciation of the skills of hairdressers. See
Tracette Owers of The Lounge Organic Hairdressing for great haircuts and colours using
organic hair products.
Do you need some graphic design work done? Go to Regina Speer. She focusses on helping
purpose-driven businesses, who aim to do business sustainably, benefitting communities,
people and the environment.
Experience healing Massage Therapy, Naturopathy, Aromatherapy, Reflexology and Reiki
with Karina Thorpe. Her career in these healing therapies stretches back to 1987, and includes
teaching at the College of Natural Medicine in Christchurch. Karina believes in supporting
each person to achieve their best health, including working alongside of standard medical
treatments.
Or if you’re looking for Bowen Therapy, as well as other massage and skilled bodywork, see
Regan Gill. Bodywork can enhance your yoga practice by correcting postural factors that
affect how the body can move, stretch, and balance, as well as reducing aches and pains in
your body. Regan is a fully qualified and experienced massage and Bowen therapist, and has
worked in NZ and Australia since graduating in 2004. Over 15,000+ treatments in that time,
Regan has seen the difference that bodywork can make, and specifically tailors his treatments
to his clients’ needs.
Do you need expert nutrition advice? Jane Syme is a Clinical Nutritionist who is passionate
about improving people's health and wellbeing, by working with her clients to provide a
treatment plan that will achieve results. Jane deals with all the body systems to ensure they
are all working optimally together to provide energy, vitality and to help maintain peak health.
Are you having sleep problems? Disordered sleep can be associated with many common
health problems, including high blood pressure, diabetes, daytime sleepiness, obesity,
lowered immune system, decreased libido, increased irritability, and increased pain sensitivity.
Poor sleep may be a consequence or symptom of many health problems, but it can also be
the underlying cause for some of them. Sleep has an impact on so many of the body's
metabolic processes because they all need sleep to restore, repair damage, and recalibrate
ready for the next day. If you are having problems, including snoring, sleep apnoea, or
insomnia, see Bryn, Christine, or Grace Sparks and the rest of the team at Sleep Well
Clinic.
For conscious leadership coaching and training programmes grounded in proven frameworks
that heighten self-awareness, deepen learning and align intention with action toward
transformation, see Fiona Deehan at Cara Consulting.

A REQUEST FOR HELP
Long-time Apollo Power Yoga student, Nicoleta Croiteru (Nicoleta who had practiced with
Hamish where he taught before opening Apollo Power Yoga practiced in July 2013 when
Apollo first opened and has practiced with us consistently ever since), has a friend, Marius,
who is really sick.

Nicoleta and others have set up a page for him to help pay for a treatment that is unfunded.
Marius, a husband and father, has cancer in his lung and bone cancer in his hip, shoulder and
spine. He needs immunotherapy to help the chemotherapy be as effective in treating his
disease as possible. The immunotherapy is unfunded in New Zealand and will cost $80,000.
To learn more or to donate visit the givealittle page:
https://givealittle.co.nz/cause/immunotherapy-treatment-for-marius

FROM BARON BAPTISTE

Personal strength and presence is no longer a luxury, it is an absolute necessity. Our
families need us to be present, our communities need us to be present, the world needs us
to be present.

Namaste
© Hamish Kenworthy and Margo Perpick 2020

